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Isha Ambani tying the knot las t month with Anand Piramal in a wedding that only Indian billionaire parents  can pull off

 
By Abhay Gupta

What is it that the Indian luxury business can look forward to in 2019 with last year meeting a cold and wintry end,
and as the political environment heats up, new alliances, mergers and acquisitions take shape in business and
politics, and goods and services tax corrections and foreign direct investment norms in ecommerce tinkered with?

Leading Indian chamber of commerce Assocham figures continue to be optimistic and bullish. As per the last
projection, not only was the luxury business expected to reach $30 billion by end of 2018, but it is  also expected to
continue its growth trajectory unhindered.

But alas, the seemingly stable political applecart has been rattled, not helped by a floundering rupee currency,
growing market uncertainty and a potential global slowdown next year.

The ground reality for luxury could be different. Industry insiders, trade analysts and brands all alike seek the pot of
gold at the end of the rainbow.
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Here is where the Indian luxury business is likely heading this year:

1. Consolidation is the key: With Reliance Brands having taken over Genesis Retail in 2018, it has created the largest
fashion and accessory conglomerate in the Indian luxury and premium space.

With almost no competition, the all-powerful group is set to be the only point of entry into India for foreign luxury
brands. Surely, independent brands and smaller groups continue to offer their wares, but the sheer strength,
negotiation powers and might of Reliance India's No. 1 industrial conglomerate will perhaps be the single most
driver in fashion and luxury.

2. Power of the common man: Someone wise enough once said, "Don't underestimate the power of the common
man." Sure enough, luxury has slowly spread its wings to the hitherto sleepy Tier I and Tier II towns.

The fast-emerging Indian market is not only witnessing demand for luxury products from the metros but also Tier I
and Tier II cities that have a sizable population of high-net-worth individuals.

Concurrently, an increase in wealth for the middle class coupled with Internet and mobile phone penetration has
resulted in newer segments of first-time luxury buyers. This has given ample space for a whole lot of brands to set
up shop in India and retail their brands through distribution networks, making it the next growth driver for luxury in
India.

3. Travel, tourism and hospitality will drive further growth to the value pie: Domestic and foreign tourist inflow is
likely to further increase with increased e-visa processing, faster on-the-ground arrival support and eye-catching
"Incredible India" tourism campaigns.

A new report from the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) reveals that India's travel and tourism sector
ranks seventh worldwide in terms of its  total contribution to the country's GDP.

During January-October 2018 revenue from tourism increased 8.3 per cent year-on-year to $23.54 billion.

4. The Great Big Fat Indian Wedding carnivals will drive luxury: The wedding industry and the wedding service
industry set unprecedented benchmarks.

According to a 2017 KPMG report titled "Market Study of Online Matrimony and Marriage Services in India," the
wedding services industry is estimated to be worth approximately $53.77 billion.



This is one sector which adds incremental sales to all sectors of the luxury business from beauty, fashion,
accessories, photography, jewelry, travel and hospitality to gifting and cuisine.

High standards are being set by Indian movie stars Anushka Sharma (married cricketer Virat Kohli), Priyanka
Chopra (wed singer Nick Jonas) and fellow actors Deepika Padukone and Ranveer Singh, as well as perhaps the
most lavish wedding celebration of the daughter of India's richest person, Mukesh Ambani. Not surprisingly, the
aspiration of average Indian to splurge on weddings is reaching a new peak.

With Rolex watches as gifts to the entire wedding party to bespoke clothing from super luxury brands to not only the
entire family but the whole guest list adds further fillip to the luxury trade.

5. Technology and luxury: From high-end home appliances such as Sub Zero Wolf to tech-controlled homes using
Home Automat, luxury and technology seem to marry and create an inseparable union.

What was earlier restricted to high-end laptops and computers, demand has now invaded the mobile space, home
entertainment and embellished kitchens. Phones such as the iPhone X models to Hanmac are hot items.

6. Technology and retail: Omni-presence now means beyond just available everywhere to also be "phygital." A
merger of physical and digital retail is  quietly invading global retail. Amazon Go has already launched a number of
cashierless and cash-less stores, and plans to ramp up to 3,000 by 2021. Can India be far behind?

In Bangalore, Decathlon launched a similar store by introducing a "phygital experience" an innovative mix of
physical retail and digital touch points.

From virtual reality to digital payments, the intent is to create a fun, unique and immersive user experience designed
to engage consumers and add value to them at every step of the way while choosing their favorite sports gear.

On the other hand, another concept store called "Watasale" went further to create a cashierless store, which is its  first
store in Kochi in the southern state of Kerala, with plans to expand to other cities including Bangalore and New
Delhi.

7. Predictive analysis to predictive selling: The Indian fashion industry proudly received its first futuristic analysis
software called Stylumia.

Created by former Myntra founder Ganesh Subramanium, the software will assist in better buying to improve
efficiencies and sellthrough ratios.

Most luxury brands dependent on the human predictions of the buyer can now resort to technology and manage
their budgets better. This, coupled with predictive selling, could bring in the much-needed correction in stocks
overload with luxury brands.

8. Experiential retail, virtual reality and artificial intelligence: These three aspects will come to the forefront: Local
brands such Arvind have introduced Magic Mirrors through its brand Creyate Custom Clothing.

Also, Shoppers Stop has launched an innovative augmented reality-based dressing room called "The Magic Mirror."
It is  an intelligent photo booth that gives customers the option to select and view apparel and accessories on
themselves without having to physically try on the desired products.

Apart from this, ecommerce players such as Lenskart (eyewear) and Caratlane (jewelry) are already into a virtual
trial of the products by customers.

9. Rent a luxury and reusable luxury are a reality: What started as a trickle two years back is now a stream with more
ventures offering specialised product categories.

Web sites such as Confidential Couture offer usable luxury goods, while Ziniosa & Rent A Closet offer fashion on
rent. Even affluent Indian women are renting high-end jewelry for their weddings.

The fashion rental market is becoming the biggest trend. A wedding dress or gown worth $1,500 can now be rented
for as low as $29 to $36.

It is  estimated that the online wedding rental business is worth $14 million, with existing brands claiming a 25 to 50
percent year-on-year surge in business, per Black Book.

10. Sustainable, authentic and responsible luxury is sought after: GrassRoot by Anita Dongre and Nicobar by Good
Earth are a few names that are famous for their sustainable offerings.



 

Slowly but surely, better-informed Indian consumers seek value over mere brand name. Value definitions are
shifting rapidly in line with global shifts. A brand that pays heed to such demands will perhaps go a long way.

11. SUVs take over the roads: The typical Indian, fond of big cars, is  rapidly switching to SUVs.

Various variants have been introduced by automakers. From the local Mahindra XUV 500 to Lamborghini Urus and
the Rolls -Royce Cullanin to Porsche Cayenne, almost all luxury brands have come up with their SUV variant.

The sale of SUVs grew seven times faster than that of passenger sedans. While small cars and sedans managed a
growth of 3 percent in the last financial year, sales of SUVs grew 21 percent.

The share of SUVs in overall passenger vehicle sales rose to nearly 30 percent in 2017-18, compared to 14 percent
during fiscal year 2017-18 ending last March.

According to data released by the Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM), 920,000 SUVs were sold in
fiscal 2017-18 versus 760,000 units in the previous year.
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